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Abstract
This report provides a documentation describing the database containing necessary information for
computation of population margins used to compute calibrated weights in the first six waves of the
Survey on Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE). The report is organized as follows.
After a brief overview of the database and the documentation, we describe the data sources. Then
we include a detailed description of the dataset. Finally, we describe a simple Stata code providing
an example on how to use the database containing necessary information for computation of
population margins.
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1.

Overview of database and documentation

The file margins_nuts1.dta contains the dataset with necessary information for computation of
population margins. The dataset is in Stata format, but we also exported into Excel. The database
contains population and number of deaths by year, region, age and gender for all countries involved
in the first six waves of the Survey on Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE). The list of
included countries is the following:
AT

Austria

BE

Belgium

CH

Switzerland

CZ

Czech Republic

DE

Germany

DK

Denmark

EE

Estonia

ES

Spain

FR

France

GR

Greece

HR

Croatia

HU

Hungary

IE

Ireland

IL

Israel

IT

Italy

LU

Luxembourg

NL

Netherlands

PL

Poland

PT

Portugal

SE

Sweden

SI

Slovenia

Along with this documentation, the file margins_example.do provides a Stata code with a simple
example on how to use the database containing necessary information for computation of
population margins. A description of this Stata code is provided at the end of the report.

2.

Data sources

The data come from the Central Bureau of Statistics for Israel, and Eurostat for all other European
countries involved in the first six waves of SHARE. The regional demographic statistics of the
Eurostat dataset is updated regularly under the “Population and social conditions” theme.
Specifically, the regional demographic statistics provides annual data on population, vital events (live
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births and deaths), total and land areas of the regions and demographic indicators for regions and
statistical regions at NUTS-2 levels for each EU Member State, Candidate and EFTA countries. The
completeness of the figures depends on the availability of data received from the responsible
national statistical institutes. Starting with March 2013, demographic statistics at regional level
reflect the NUTS-2010 classification and the new statistical regions for Croatia. Most of the countries
affected by the NUTS-2010 changes sent to Eurostat back time series for the new regional
breakdown.

3.

The dataset

The database contains populations and number of deaths from 2004 to 2015 for all countries
involved in the first six waves of SHARE listed above. Population is defined as population on 1st
January of each year. Below we show a snapshot of the dataset.

Population and number of deaths in each country and year are provided over three dimensions,
namely region, age and gender.
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3.1 Region
Regions for European countries are statistical regions at NUTS1 level, defined according to the
Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics NUTS 2010/EU-27. The Nomenclature of Territorial
Units for Statistics (NUTS) was drawn up by Eurostat more than 30 years ago in order to provide a
single uniform breakdown of territorial units for the production of regional statistics for the
European Union. The NUTS classification has been used in EU legislation since 1988, but it was only
in 2003, after three years of preparation, when a European Parliament and Council Regulation on
NUTS have been adopted. The NUTS nomenclature was created and developed according to the
principles that NUTS favours institutional breakdowns and regional units of a general character, and
it serves as a reference for the collection, development and harmonization of the European Union’s
regional statistics, for socio-economic analyses of the regions, and for the framing of EU regional
policies.
The current NUTS nomenclature applicable from 1 January 2012 subdivides the economic territory
of the European Union into 97 regions at NUTS 1 level, 270 regions at NUTS 2 level and 1,294 regions
at NUTS 3. Below those, two levels of Local Administrative and populations at the three NUTS levels,
for each Member Units (LAUs) have been defined. The upper LAU level State and for the European
Union as a whole. LAU level 1 (formerly NUTS level 4) is defined only for the following countries:
Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Greece, France, Cyprus, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland and the United Kingdom.
The lower LAU level (formerly NUTS level 5) consists of around 120,000 municipalities or equivalent
units in the 27 EU Member States (as of 2010).
The aim of the NUTS classification is to ensure that comparable regions appear at the same NUTS
level. As population size has been defined in the regulation as a key indicator for comparability, each
level inevitably contains regions that differ greatly in terms of area, economic weight or
administrative powers. This heterogeneity across the EU often simply reflects the situation at
Member State level. Below we show the map of the regions at NUTS1 level in the European Union.
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Because we found some inconsistencies over time in population and number of deaths by NUTS1
codes for France and Greece, we did not use NUTS1 regions in these two countries. Thus, population
and number of deaths in these two countries are not reported separately by NUTS1 region. We hope
this can be somehow fixed in future releases of the Eurostat data. Moreover, because no NUTS
www.seriss.eu
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nomenclature is defined for Israel, we decided to use two codes, namely the code IL1 for Jews and
others, and the code IL2 for Arabs.

3.2 Age
Population and number of deaths in the dataset are also included separately by age. Age is defined
as single years from the age of 30 to 88, plus the open-ended class aged 89 or over. Data from the
Central Bureau of Statistics about population and number of deaths in Israel separately for Jews and
others, and for Arabs is only available for age classes. Specifically, data are available for the age class
0-49 and then for five-year age classes from the age of 50 to 84, plus the open-ended class aged 85
or over. For this reason, to ensure homogeneity in the data with all other countries, we included
population and number of deaths for single years of age for Israel too, by assuming uniform
distribution of population and deaths in each year of the five-year age classes.
Finally, note that there are a few cases for which source data is only available for the open-ended
class aged 85 or over. In order to ensure a greater detail, we decided to include in the dataset the
open-ended class aged 89 or over for all countries and years. Specifically, data are only available for
the open-ended age class 85 or over in the following cases: population in years 2012 and 2013 for
Croatia, population in 2006 and 2007 for Poland, and both population and number of deaths for all
years in Israel. Thus, note that in these few cases, the open-ended age class labelled as 89+ actually
contains data for aged 85 or more.

3.3 Gender
Population and number of deaths are included separately for males (M) and females (F). Total
numbers (T) are also included.

4.

A simple example on how to use the dataset

Attached to this report we provide a Stata code with a simple example on how to use the database
containing necessary information for computation of population margins. Below we show a
snapshot of the Stata code.
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By setting macros properly, the code allows creating a vector containing population margins for
gender and age groups for a specific country in a given year. Specifically, the macros set the country
(local cc), the reference year (local pop_time), the number of age groups (local age_groups), and the
lower (local age_thr_low) and upper (local age_thr_upp) thresholds of the age groups.
Below we show a snapshot of the output of the provided Stata code used to obtain the vector of
population margins for Austria in the year 2004 for the combination of gender and the four age
groups 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, and 80+.
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